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ART & IMAGINATION

THE DOODLES OF SAM DIBBLE
Sam Dibble is a third grader
whose favorite thing to do is
doodle (even when it gets
him in trouble). Cartoonish
illustrations and easy-toread text combine to tell the
story of Sam’s many
misadventures.
128 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Grosset & Dunlap
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4
Languages Licensed:
Korean (Seoul Cultural)
Portuguese - Brazil (Fundamento)

WARREN & DRAGON
With Calvin and Hobbes
appeal, a boy and his "pet"
dragon take on a new school
and attempt to make 100
friends!
Warren is a seven-yearold boy. Dragon is a 122year-old dragon. Not that
most people believe that.
Most people are sure that
Dragon is a stuffed animal.
96 Pages
Ages 5 - 8
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Viking
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4
Languages licensed:
Italian (Cart'armata)

Praise for the Warren
& Dragon series:
"Adorable fun for
chapter-book newbies
looking for a few
giggles." --Kirkus
Reviews

BEA GARCIA
For fans of Amelia's Notebook and Judy
Moody, a sweet, humorous friendship
story told in words and lots of pictures.
Bea Garcia is an artist. She draws
anywhere and everywhere, showing us
her world and helping her make sense
of it.
144 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Dial
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4
Languages licensed:
Spanish (Grupo Editorial Bruno)
Turkish (Beyaz Balina)
Praise for the Bea Garcia series:
A New York Public Library Best of the Year pick
* "Bea Garcia is an honest and funny protagonist
with whom readers will identify and want to check
back with regularly." —School Library Journal,
starred review
"There isn't anything real or imaginary that the
endearing Bea cannot draw...Readers will find
inspiration to write, draw, explore, and imagine." —
Kirkus Reviews
"[Zemke] clearly shows how art, self-expression,
and humor can be solid allies when life doesn’t go
as planned." —Publishers Weekly
"The everyday ups and downs of Bea’s life will
befamiliar to readers, who are sure to appreciate
Bea’s perky humor." —Booklist
"Zemke has a gift for portraying the trials and
tribulations of elementary school.... A promising
launch to this new series. Pass this one to aspiring
artists, those missing a friend, or
anyone who could use a laugh as she navigates
childhood." —BCCB

DORY FANTASMAGORY
As the youngest member of her family, Dory is often
left to her own devices—including her wild imagination,
untiring energy, and a whole host of imaginary friends.
With plenty of pictures bursting with charm and
character, this hilarious series about an irresistible
rascal is the new must-read for the chapter book set.
160 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
5-1/2 x 7-1/2
Dial
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 5
Languages licensed:
Bulgarian (EUNICATA)
Chinese Simplified (Beijing Everafter)
Czech (Vydavatelstvo Slovart)
Dutch (Em. Querido Kinderboeken)
French (Hachette Jeunesse)
German (PRH)
Greek (Metaihmio)
Hebrew (Kinneret)
Hungarian (TESSLOFF-BABILON)
Italian (Cart'armata)
Lithuanian (Alma Littera)
Norwegian (Fontini Forlag)
Polish (Muza)
Portuguese/Brazil (Rocco)
Portuguese/Portugal (ASA)
Romanian (Epica)
Russian (Azbooka-Atticus)
Slovakian (Vydavatelstvo)
Spanish (PRH Grupo)
Swedish (Alfabeta)
Turkish (Teen Kitapcilik Yayincilik)
UK (Faber & Faber)
Ukrainian (KM Books)
Vietnamese (Quang Van)
Praise for the Dory Fantasmagory series:
Dory Fantasmagory:
ALA Notable Children's Book
Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2014
Kirkus Best Book of 2014
One of Parent's Magazine one of the "10 Best Children's
Books" of 2014
* "Charming, funny, true to life." --Kirkus, starred review
of Dory Fantasmagory
* "Time spent with Dory is time well spent." --Publishers
Weekly, starred review of Dory Fantasmagory
* "Hanlon's hilarious narration and cartooning reveal an
uncanny talent for getting into the mile-a-minute mind of
a one-of-a-kind girl." --Publishers Weekly, starred review
of Dory Fantasmagory: The Real True Friend
* "Well written, humorous, and engaging." --School
Library Journal, starred review review of Dory
Fantasmagory: The Real True Friend

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

J.D.THE KID BARBER
An illustrated chapter book series
about a kid barber his growing
business empire.
128 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
Kokila
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 3

Praise for the J.D. series:
2022-2023 Texas Bluebonnet Award Master
List
2022 NCTE Charlotte Huck Award Honor
2021 New York Public Library Best Books
2021 Chicago Public Library Best Books
2021 School Library Journal Best Books

★ "A surefire win of a read expressly made
for young Black boys to cherish."
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“Dillard has a sharp ear for dialogue, and
J.D.’s conversational narration paired with
the story’s gentle humor and perfectly
placed pop culture references will ensure a
wide appeal. Akeem S. Roberts’ cartoonstyle illustrations of J.D. and his friends
are packed with personality and make this
a great choice for readers transitioning
into chapter books. The first book in a
planned series, J.D. and the Great Barber
Battle feels like a winner.”
—BookPage
"The African American cultural references
and community values will resonate with
readers of all ages, while the joyful,
wholesome story will give them something
to look forward to in subsequent entries."
—The Horn Book

FRANKLY, FRANNIE
She’s already got her resume,
business cards, and mustard
packets (which are so much more
grown up than ketchup) ready. So
why is it taking eleventeen
hundred years to get a job? This
beginning chapter book will find
readers among fans of Ramona
and Clementine, but Frannie is a
personality all her own.
Illustrations and changing fonts
pepper the pages and add to the
reading experience. A perfect
addition to the growing collection
of feisty girls in early-chapterbook series.
128 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Grosset & Dunlap
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 9

BOSSY FLOSSIE
Flossie is bossy—because she has so
many great ideas! Follow Flossie as she
learns to have faith in her great ideas
—and herself.
For fans of Princess Posey and Dory
Fantasmagory, this story—with plenty
of pictures and a loveable, relatable
cast of characters—will be a perfect
bridge to take them from picture books
to their first chapter books.
96 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Penguin Workshop
Two Color Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 2

S.T.E.M.

JADA JONES
Fans of Princess Posey and
Ivy and Bean will enjoy
engaging with scienceloving Jada Jones in this
easy-to-read chapter book.
96 Pages
Ages 7-9
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Penguin Workshop
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 6
Languages licensed:
French (Nouveaux Horizon)

Praise for the Jada Jones series:
"Fast-paced, with supersimple
vocabulary and a smattering of
earth science to spark interest in
young rock collectors
everywhere." —Kirkus
"Readers who love "Ivy and
Bean" or "Katie Woo" will want
to meet Jada Jones." —School
Library Journal

MILES LEWIS
From the award-winning author
of the Jada Jones chapter books
comes an illustrated spinoff
series all about fourth grader
Miles Lewis who loves to
combine his passions for
science and sports.
96 pages
Penguin Workshop
Ages 6 - 8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Two Color Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4

ADVENTURE &
MYSTERY

PIRATE SCHOOL
Pete and his friends live
aboard the pirate ship The
Sea Rat. Join them on their
amazing adventures on the
high seas on their quest to
become real pirates!
64 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Grosset & Dunlap
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 8
Languages licensed:
French (EDITIONS MIC MAC)
German (PRH)
Japanese (Poplar)
Turkish (Teen Kitapcilik)

TREASURE TROOP
From Edgar Award Winner Dori
Hillestad Butler comes a new chapter
book mystery series, The Treasure
Troop! Join Marly, Isla, and Sai, three
code-cracking kids on the hunt for an
old neighbor's hidden treasure. Each
book features puzzles, riddles, and
codes for the readers to solve along
with the characters! Perfect for
reluctant readers and mystery fans.
128 Pages
Ages 7-10
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Penguin Workshop
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4
Languages licensed:
Czech (Albatros)
Hebrew (Yedioth Aharonot)
Ukrainian (RANOK)
Praise for the Treasure Troop series:
“Both a fun, readable introduction to
the process of cracking anagrams and
pigpen ciphers and a friendshiporiented chapter book. Maybe the real
treasure is the friends they make along
the way.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“From an Edgar Award–winning
writer, Butler's new mystery series will
appeal to transitional chapter-book
readers who are intrigued by codes and
treasure hunts.”
—Booklist

THE HAUNTED LIBRARY
Written by Edgar Award Winner
Dori Hillestad Butler, The
Haunted Library is a not-tooscary chapter book mystery
series that follows the
adventures of Claire and her
ghost friend, Kaz. Perfect for
reluctant readers in the mood
for a great mystery.
The illustrations will hide clues throughout
the book to help readers solve the mystery
along with Kaz and Claire.
128 Pages
Ages 6-8
Grosset & Dunlap
5-1/8 x 7 5/8
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series 10
Languages licensed:
Complex Chinese (Morning Star)
Czech (Albatros)
Japanese (Kokudosha)
Korean (Hanbit)
Portuguese - Brazil (Editora Fundamento)
Ukrainian (RANOK)

Praise for The Haunted Library
“This lighthearted tale is…[i]deal for early
readers, the text is amusing and accessible,
and the cartoon-style artwork is winsome…for
young ones seeking a welcoming introduction
to the supernatural, this is an acceptable, kidfriendly read.” —School Library Journal
“Simple text, brief chapters and a high-interest
topic all combine to make this, the first of a
series, an easy sell to readers newly
transitioned to chapter books.” —Kirkus
Reviews

SECRET SPY SOCIETY
A highly illustrated new chapter
book series about three delightfully
mischievous young girls and some
of the most enigmatic women in
history who worked as spies.
96 Pages
Ages 5 -9
Viking
5-1/2 x 7-1/2
Two Color Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 3

Praise for the Secret Spy Society
series:
"This book is a delight. Fun. Funny.
And full of adventure. Falling in with
a secret society of lady spies would
have been my 9-year-old self’s dream
come true. Please discover time travel
and send it to third grade me!" -Andrea Beaty, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Rosie Revere,
Engineer and the Questioneers
chapter book series
"Clues, codes, quirky characters, and
plenty of hot chocolate — the Secret
Spy Society series has everything
you’d want in a mystery and more. I’m
ready for seconds, with extra
marshmallows!" --Kara LaReau,
Geisel Honor-award winning author of
The Infamous Ratsos series

PRINCESS PULVERIZER
A self-involved princess who wants
to be a knight goes on a Quest of
Kindness, along with a failed knightin-training and a friendly dragon
who loves to cook, so she can prove
she deserves to go to Knight School.
144 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Penguin Workshop
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 8

Praise for Princess Pulverizer
[*]"Very funny series . . ." --Publishers
Weekly, starred review
"A wacky adventure that stands
out through highlighting its heroine's
foibles, giving her plenty of room to
grow in future installments." --Kirkus
"This spirited chapterbook is an
obvious choice for Princess in Black
grads and Hamster Princess fans." -Booklist
"A strong series opener and a solid
choice for those looking to increase
their early chapter book holdings." -School Library Journal

MAGIC BONE
Sent to the backyard for
breaking a tick-tock-ticking toy,
Sparky (an adorable but clumsy
sheepdog puppy) immediately
begins his favorite activity:
diggety-dig-digging. Little does
he know, he's about to dig up
the most amazing toy ever--a
magic bone! With one bite into
that sparkling bone, Sparky is
magically transported around
the world, where he makes new
friends, sees the sights, and gets
into a bit of trouble. Join Sparky
on his adventure to see how he
escapes and makes it back
home!
The Magic Bone series features
nonfiction material relating to
the story in the back of each
book, making it a great resource
for teachers.
128 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Grosset & Dunlap
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 11
Languages licensed:
Portuguese - Brazil (Fundamento)

THE KID FROM PLANET Z
Aliens, talking cats, invisibility—it's
all possible in this hilarious early
chapter book series!
When Zeke Zander's spaceship crashes
on Earth, he and his family must
pretend to be humans until they can fix
the ship and return home to Planet Z.
But with antennae on their heads and a
talking cat named Zeus, fitting in is
easier said than done!
From the author of the George Brown
and Katie Kazoo books, The Kid from
Planet Z is easy-to-read, highlyillustrated, and printed in black and
blue. Follow along as this adorable
alien struggles through life on planet
Earth in this hilarious story, perfect
for a first chapter book!
96 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
Grosset & Dunlap
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Two Color Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 2

Praise for The Kid From Planet Z
series:
"Children will chuckle their way
through this easy chapter book
and delight in Thomas' humorous,
bluetoned illustrations." -Booklist
"A good choice for reluctant
readers." --Kirkus

FOOD

RECIPE FOR ADVENTURE
A deliciously fun chapterbook series from Emmy
Award-winning celebrity
chef Giada De Laurentiis.
The books follow the
Bertolizzi siblings, Alfie
and Emilia, as they
discover the sights, sounds,
and tastes of world's
greatest culinary
destinations.
160 Pages
Ages 7-9
5-1/2 x 7-1/4
Grosset & Dunlap
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 8

PHOEBE G. GREEN
An exciting chapter book series in
the vein of Junie B. Jones about a
spunky third grader who realizes
she's a foodie when she meets a
French girl who brings amazing
lunches to school!
96 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
Grosset & Dunlap
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Two Color Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 4

Praise for the Phoebe G. Green
series:
"Hiranandani has a light touch when
exploring the friendship issues of
these three likable characters.
Nothing is over-the-top, and the plot
is fun and easy to understand for
the newest chapter-book readers...
With all the foodies out there, this
delightful series deserves a long
shelf life…and many more
courses."–-Kirkus Reviews
"The plot is engaging and easy to
follow... Fans of Junie B. Jones and
Judy Moody or those who like
realistic fiction and friendship
stories will enjoy this chapter
book."--School Library Journal
"This is a splendid attempt to convey
several lessons about growing pains
to young readers, with ageappropriate humor via an outspoken,
lovable, take-charge narrator."-Booklist

SCHOOL

PRINCESS POSEY
Princess Posey is the perfect chapter book friend for
every first grader! Posey is really nervous about
starting first grade. And she has to do it without the
one thing that always makes her feel brave and
special: the tutu that turns her into the Pink Princess.
But when Posey inspires her new teacher to throw a
first-day parade in which all the kids are invited to
wear whatever makes them feel the most comfortable,
first grade starts to look a lot more promising.
96 Pages
Ages 5-8
Putnam
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 12
Languages licensed:
Hebrew (Keter Books)
Portuguese - Portugal (Edicoes ASA II)
Turkish (Alfa Basim)

Backlist Awards:
Princess Posey and the First Grade Parade: Indie Next Pick
Chicago Public Library Best of the Best, Gryphon Honor
Book; CCBC Choices Book. Princess Posey and the Tiny
Treasure and Princess Posey and the Monster Stew were
both nominated for the Garden State Book Award
Praise for the Princess Posey Series:
"Six-year-old Posey, in a sparkly pink tutu on
the cover, will catch the attention of young
emerging readers. Like Miss Lee's invitation,
this new chapter book series will be warmly
received by youngsters looking for something
comfortable and familiar to begin with." —
The Horn Book
"This is a sweet book, and children will relate
to the child’s fears about her new experience
and leaving her security tutu behind. There’s
also a confidence-building ending in which
the new first graders are encouraged to be
true to themselves." — School Library Journal
"Greene’s simple sentences are distinguished
by punchy dialogue and sentiments that do
justice to a range of emotions, from
frustration and nervousness to unadulterated
glee. They should go a long way to easing the
worries of readers embarking on a new stage
in their school life." — Publisher's Weekly

HORRIBLE HARRY
For Horrible Harry, Song Lee,
and the rest of their friends in
Room 3B every day at school is
a chance for fun, mystery, and
adventure. And Harry is always
at the center of it all!
80 Pages
Ages 7-10
5-1/2 x 8-1/4
Viking
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 37
Languages licensed:
Japanese (Hyoronsha)
Korean (Nonjang)

HERE'S HANK
Here's Hank, the New York Times
bestselling series written by Henry
Winkler and Lin Oliver, is the
perfect series for the transitional
reader. It features easy-to-read font,
simple funny stories, and characters
like Hank Zipzer. Hank may not be
the best at spelling (or math, or
reading) but he always tries his
hardest, whether he's helping out his
younger sister, standing up to the
class bully, or getting into--and out
of!--trouble with his two best
friends.
144 Pages
Ages 6-8
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Penguin Workshop
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 12
Languages licensed:
Hebrew (Tchelet)

KEENA FORD
Like Ramona Quimby or
Junie B. Jones, Keena Ford
handles the trials and
tribulations of second grade,
from birthday
misunderstandings, to field
trip mix-ups, to bossy
classmates, with lots of
humor and heart.
128 Pages
Ages 6 - 8
5 x 7
Dial
Black and White Illustrations
Number of Titles in Series: 3

Praise for the Keena
Ford series:
"[Keena's] escapades and
the way she handles
them ring with an
emotional honesty
readers will recognize."
-Kirkus Reviews

GEORGE BROWN, CLASS CLOWN
I scream, you scream, we all
scream—for the super burp!
With over 900,000 copies in
print, George Brown is the goto guy for gross-out books-for boys and girls! The George
Brown, Class Clown books
feature more than 40 blackand-white illustrations, wide
margins, and generously sized
type. Perfect to get kids
hooked on reading!
128 Pages
Ages 6-8
Grosset & Dunlap
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 19
Languages licensed:
Portuguese - Portugal (Zero a Oito)
Portuguese - Brazil (Editora Fundamento)
Spanish (MEDIALIVE)
Turkish (Beyaz Balina)

Praise for the George Brown, Class
Clown series:
"Krulik serves up kid-pleasing
slapstick and doesn't resolve the
burping dilemma, leaving plenty of
opportunity for further class
clowning." Publisher's Weekly

KATIE KAZOO, SWITCHEROO
Katie is an ordinary third-graderexcept for one very extraordinary
problem! She accidentally wished
on a shooting star to be anyone but
herself. But what Katie soon learns
is that wishes really do come trueand in the strangest ways . . .
When the magic wind blows, watch
out! Katie can switch bodies with
anyone (even the class hamster!)
and hilarity and havoc ensues.
144 Pages
Ages 3-7
5-1/8 x 7-5/8
Grosset & Dunlap
Black & White illustrations
Number of titles in series: 35
Languages licensed:
Indonesian (Kepustakaan Populer)
Portuguese - Brazil (Fundamento)
Serbian (Alnari)
Spanish (Grupo Editorial Bruno)
Turkish (Beyaz Balina)

Praise for the Katie Kazoo, Switcharoo
series:
"This series could be a feminine contender to
rival Dav Pilkey's "Captain Underpants"
series." Publisher's Weekly

NON-FICTION

SHE PERSISTED
Inspired by the #1 New York Times
bestseller She Persisted by Chelsea
Clinton and Alexandra Boiger
comes a non-fiction chapter book
series about women who spoke up
and rose up against the odds
80 Page
Ages 6-9
Philomel
Black and White Illustrations
5-5/16 x 7-5/8
Number of Titles in Series: 22

Praise for She Persisted: Ruby Bridges:
"Bridges’ voice, quoted from various
sources, gives readers access to her own
perspective. A context-offering
complement to Bridges’ own books for
children." --Kirkus Reviews
"Given the more relatable perspective of
starting first grade, this volume makes
Bridges’s story poignant for the intended
audience." --School Library Journal

